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is no harm in conceding that Shri Krishna was not perfect. If
we look upon Shri Krishna as the Supreme Being, the entire epi-
sode will have to be interpreted symbolically. One will then read
in it a meaning which accords with one's moral principles. The
shastras1 need not be regarded as infallible. We will never go
wrong if, having got hold of the inviolable principles of morality,
we interpret the shastras in the light of these principles and then
are guided by them.
7.	[Is it necessary that there should be only  one  religion   for  the whole
world?]
Personally, I think the world as a whole will never have, and
need not have, a single religion.
8,	There is no such rtle that all wholesome foods can be taken
irrespective of one's condition. Food which is wholesome for a
labourer cannot be so for a tubercular patient.
I have no more time now, but this answers one of your
letters. You have committed many grammatical mistakes in the
letter to Miss Schlesin. I asked Ghhaganlal to keep a copy. If he
has done so, I shall correct and return it.
Blessings from
mohandas
From the Gujarati original in Gandhiji's hand: G.W. 5646
Courtesy: Narandas Gandhi
70.   THE OUTLOOK
It is difficult to state definitely the position that now faces
our countrymen under Mr. Fischer's Bill. It must be admitted
that some amendments (we refuse to call them concessions) in
the right direction have, undoubtedly, been made. But much
more must be done if there is to be no revival of passive resistance,
and if there is to be even a bare fulfilment of the terms of the
provisional settlement of 1911. Not a single existing right can
be surrendered, Passive resisters may not—dare not—buy peace
and freedom from imprisonment at the cost of the rights of others.
And yet the right of South Africa-born Indians to enter the Gape,
which they possess today in virtue of the Gape Immigration Act
of 1906, is being taken away by the Bill. South Africa-born Indians,
Le.3 in practice, the Natal-born Indians, are not pining to go to
Gape. They rarely evinced any such desire throughout all these
1 Holy book other than those regarded as revelation

